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V
PREi'~

During four years of Hl'V'ice

lUI

a IlissioDary of the Christiaa

and Missionary Alliance in the Baliem Valley area of central Ietherl.aDds

New Guinea, the vri ter has had as a major responsibility the snalysis of
the language and the preparation of learning aids for his coll88BUes.

or

necessity, work in an unadministered area by a party who were the first

permanent western residents could not be completely specialised.

MaIU"

hours were spent in preparation of housing and food and maintenance of
equipment.

More importantly, a great deal of time was invested in making

friends with the local people and trying to underatand their way of life.
What periods were available for linguistic research were spent in rewarding, if at first slow, monolingual investisation.

No second language was

available for use as a questioning tool, and even the vocabulary lists
from earlier explorers proved virtually valueless, so different was the
dialect from those previously reported.
From that first tem

ot study

and work have come conversational

fluency in the dialect primarily described in this thesis, a body of
language lessons for other missionaries and the preliminary work for a
technical description of the language, of which this thesis is the first
instalment.

It was earlier planned that the present study should com-

prise the first of three chapters of a complete report including grammar
as well as phonology.

When the non-congruence of phonemicpattems of

related dialects appeared as a potentially valuable problem to which to
devote fuller treatment, and a draft of the proposed second chapter
promised to swell the total bIllk of the report to unwieldy size for a
Single study, a suggeation was adopted to limit the thesis to the

VI
phollology and to highlight the skewiJIg of the phonemic pattern of the
lower GraDd Valley dialect in relation to other dialects.
Vann thaDks are due the staff of the SwIDer Institute ot Linguistics
of the University of OklabOlllB for tra1n1Jlg received in two summers of
study and one of instlUction there before beginning work in New Guinea.
Dr. Robert F. Spencer has given appreciated guidance to a graduate study
progl'flll in anthropology and linguistics at the University of Minnesota
and bas, as thesis adviser, offered 1IIportant suggestions for the

organization and lilll1 tation of the project.

Dr. Vll11811l A. Smalley of

the American Bible Society and Gordon F. lArson, a miSSionary colleague
of the author, have read earlier drafts of this description and given constlUctive cri ticia.

From other missionaries on the field and now from

his vife the author bas received tbe very real contribution of interest,
tolerance of his preoccupation with things linguistic, and assumption of
much of his share of routins work.

To G. Linwood Barney is owed a debt

of appreciation for the not inconsidereble contribution of assembliJIg
and subJai ttiJIg the manuscript and attendiJIg to the final time-coDBUlling

details and travels involved.

Particular acknowledgment is made of

Apsalek, 'Man-surrounded,' whose intelligent responsiveness and almost
insxhaustible patience'guided the author into the knowledge of lower
Grand Valley Deni.

Many

other friends joined him as helpful tutors in

the school of life and talk together.

To our Lord, in whose ll8IIle this

work has been done, thanks is given with a prayer that it may have speeded
colllll1Unication of the Good News of Christ to the Dani speakiIIg peoples of
centrsl Netherlands New Guinea.
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PREFACE '1'0 'DIE PUBLISHED EDITI<Jf
Publication of this thesis has been made possible by a generous
financial subsidy provided by the gavenunent of Netherlands New Guinea
and the Koninklijk Instituut voor '1'aal-, Land- en Volkenkunde.

Wal1ll

thanks are also due Dr. J. C. Anceaux of the Kantoor voor Bevolkingszaken, Hollandia, for the reconmendation and active encouragement he has
given.

In January, 1959, the writer returned to the Baliem Valley, and
during two and a half years of further work in the area the general
accuracY and validity of the analysis have been confinued.

The most

significant new development was a conference in February, 1961, of
Doctor Anceaux, representing the administration, Father van der Stap,
representing the Roman Catholic mission, and the writer, representing
the Protestant missions, to agree upon an orthography for Dani.

At

that time the recoaaendations presented in Chapter IV were adopted
except that:

(1)

vowels, instead of

The symbols 'y' and 'v' were chosen for the high open
'I. '

anti 'v.

I

Ready availability on typewriters and

distinctive shape are advantages offered by these symbols.

The latter

factor is significant in the light of the five vowel dialect now reported
from the upper H'lblifoeri area, in which /i/ and /u/ correspond to the

high close vowels, and /e/ and

/0/

correspond to both the high open

vowels and the mid vowels of seven vowel systems.

Readers from that

area would only be confused by materials in a seven vowel dialect using
similarly shaped symbols for what are for them contrasting phonemes and
contrastively shaped s.ymbols for what are for them allophones of single

VBI

phonemes.
(2)

Reader response to the new 5,Ymbols has been excellent.

The digraphs 'bp' and 'dl' were chosen for the implosive stopa,

instead of '8' and '6.'

Note that no sequence of phonemes

/bp/ or /dl/

occurs in any known dialect and that the second letter' in each digraph
is used in dialects which do not have implosive stops to represent the
connonest correspondences of these phonemes.

(,)

represent intonational contrasts fairly closely
marks in sequence was !.bandoned.

by

The attempt to
use of two punctuation

Periods were chosen to symbolize

sentence terminal with downgliding intonation, question marks to

~

bolize upgliding intonation in questions, exclamation points to s.ymbolize sentence terminal with intonation contours marking surprise

by

inclusion of level one, and commas to symbolize any sentence medial
plus contour terminal.

CORRIGENDA
P. 1, next to the last line of text, and p. 8, sec. 2.2, line,:

~1nak

is now commonly 'spelled Sinak.
P. 2, footnotes, line 1:

this pronunciation was earlier reported in

the literature, but Gordon F. Larson in a personal cOlllll1llication states
that normally the Monis pronounce this name with an implosive [6J.
P.

J, footnote 7, line 3,

2:

and p. 10, sec. 2.3 heading, lins 2, footnote

Wodo is now spelled Wodlo.

P. 12, last complete sentence:
indicates that

It I

Is/

further check of upper Bele materials

is there already a separate phoneme in contrast with

in a limited number of cases, and this

ma..v

prove true in BY also.

IX

one uncollllOn case of ini tial velar nasal has noll'

P. 14, last line:

been recorded in WV.

P. 18, line 2: for 'extant' read 'described.'
P. 21, footnote 2:

for '3.1215' read '3.1214.'

P. 29, footnote 12:

insert 'in nearly all cases' at the end of line 2.

P. 30, footnote 14, line 14: for '/luppuet/' read '/luppuwet/.'
P. 31, line 3: for

,/~/,

read ' */~/.'

P. 34, line ,: insert 'the allophones of' following the comma.
P. 37, next to last line of text:

for '/huOll, huon/' read '/huw0!J,

hUll'On/. '
P. 38, line 5:

for '/31+/' read '/el+/.'
for 'turn it over' read 'dump it out.'

P. 38, fourth line from bottom:
P. 39, last paragraph, line 1:

delete 'in all environments where it

occurs' and add to this paragraph the following sentence:
/j/ is represented

by

'Before /i/,

a voiced lamino-gingival allophone of lenis

sibilant articulation [I]:
P. 40, footnote 24, line 20:

/ji/ [li] 'syllable used in weeping.' ,
for

P. 46, section 3.12221, line 4:

'/wV/'

read '/uwV/.'

after 'occurring' insert 'with a con-

sonant following and this whole sequence.'
P. 46, footnote 34:

add, 'One reco:;.ued unit /seei-tek/ [s311-r3k]

'prevaricating' contains the sequence /ei/ with full syllabicity for
each vowel.

This necessitates the preceding correction of section

3.12221. '
P. 51, footnote 45:

add, 'lurther check of the data indicates that

in several of the eDlllples given secondary stress is a freely varying

x
phenomenon, but a completely valid .statement of predictability has yet
to be made.
P. 54, line 7:

after 'Glottal' insert 'stop.'

P. 56, line 12: after 'excitedly' insert closing parenthesis marlc.
P. 57, line 3:

after 'utterance' insert closing parenthesis mark.

P. 62, footnote 57:

add, 'During later investigation one unit with

initial velar nasal has been recorded:

/fjAuwa/

'incantation word.'

'i'his specialized term may be an obSolete form or an unassimilated loan
word from GD; it is unknown to most younger speakers.
occurring in GD with initial

/9/

Other morphemes

occur in I.GV with initial /n/.

It is

suggested tllb.t morpheme initial occurrence of velar nasal may be considered extra-systematic like initial /ts/ ir.I English 'tsetse.' ,
P. 63, line

5: for '/uck/' read '/uwok/.'

'/j/'

P. 63, last paragraph, line 1:

after

P. 63, last paragraph, line 3:

for' lomo/' read

P. 63, footnote 58:

insert comma.

'I oumo/ • '

revise to read, "i'his last form is not a single

morpheme, ••• '
P. 65, line 5:

change gloss of /took-hokol to read 'separating (man's

name).'
P. 65, section 3.2122, line 6:

delete the rest of the sentence after

'vowel.'
P. 65, footnote 65:
P. 75, line two:

change gloss of

louwakl

to 'side of the hip.'

add, 'Note the adoption of the symbols 'y' and 'v'

as described in the preface to the published edition.'
P. 75, line 15:

add, 'Note the adoption of the digraphs >bp> and 'dl'

as described in the preface to the published edition.'

XI

P. 80, end of first paragraph:

add, 'Iote the abandonment of the use

of two consecutive punctuation marks, as described in the preface to
the published edition.
P.

~,

I

line 9 of text:" for 'of' read 'b,y.'

P. 95, line 6:
'wkka-h\IPL.'

for' Cpak:ke' read 'C-pakke.·

For 'wuvkha-hvp~' read

For 'hoto' read 'hotok.·

P. 95, line 15:

for 'hupLk-ldak' read 'hVPLk-ldjak' in both places.

P. 95, line 17:

for 'hinak~n' read 'hLMkan.'

P. 95, line 18: for 'wattLlLk-he' read 'wat-hLlu[-he.'
P. 95, line 21: for •akeikhen-en-he" read 'akel.k:he-nen-he'. I
P. 96, line 3: for 'puk1ma' read 'puki-ma.'
P. 96, line 4:

for 'wukha-htlpL' read 'wldca-htlpL.'

P. 96, section II, line 2:

for

j

hinaken' read 'hInaken. '

For

'WathllIk-he;' read ·Wat-hIlIk-he;.'
P. 96, section II, line's
P.

for 'NUkhUnem-en' read 'lUgUnem-en.'

96, section II, line 4: for 'wathI1Ik-he' read 'wat-hI1Ik-he.'

P. 96, next to last line of section II:

for 'Eilelekhwe-lak' read

'Eilelegwe-lak.'
P. 96, end"of section II:

add, 'Note that in the practical orthography

adopted as described in the preface to the published edition the
punctuation of this section would be much simpler, and upper case 'I'
and 'U' would be replaced b,y 'y' am 'v.'
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